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Abstract As the height of building increases, effect of

shear lag also becomes considerable in the design of high-

rise buildings. In this paper, shear lag effect in tall build-

ings of heights, i.e., 120, 96, 72, 48 and 36 stories of which

aspect ratio ranges from 3 to 10 is studied. Tube-in-tube

structural system with façade bracing is used for designing

the building of height 120 story. It is found that bracing

system considerably reduces the shear lag effect and hence

increases the building stiffness to withstand lateral loads.

Different geometric patterns of bracing system are con-

sidered. The best effective geometric configuration of

bracing system is concluded in this study. Lateral force, as

wind load is applied on the buildings as it is the most

dominating lateral force for such heights. Wind load is set

as per Indian standard code of practice IS 875 Part-3. For

analysis purpose SAP 2000 software program is used.

Keywords Tall buildings � Shear lag effect � Earthquake

load � Wind load

Introduction

In 1969, Fazlur Khan first classified the structural system

for designing of tall buildings. At that time rigid frame was

the most dominating structural system that prevailed in that

era for the design of tall buildings. Falzlur Khan first

introduced a new structural system named tubular struc-

tural system and designed the Sears Tower, 108 story high

world tallest building with it at that time.

Again in 2007, by Ali and Moon this structural system

was re-classified (Ali and Moon 2007). These structural

systems are classified depending upon the height of the

building selected for designing. Other parameters like

loading conditions, architectural requirement, site condi-

tions and functional requirement are also imperative. For

high-rise buildings he classified them as framed tube struc-

ture, diagrid building structural system, outrigger structure,

bundled tube, tube in tube and frame with shear wall, etc.

This paper presents a detailed discussion about the shear

lag effect, a major phenomena that controls the designing

of tall building of tube structural system. Tube in tube with

façade bracing system is used for designing the buildings

of 120 stories high. Objective of this study is to study the

shear lag effect and its correlation with stiffness-based

design in tube structural system.

In tube structural system, buildings are designed con-

sidering a hollow concrete box projecting out of ground

designed as a cantilever beam in which façade columns are

spaced closer and connecting beams are considerably deep

making it hollow box-like structure which supports the

lateral loads (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tube_(struc

ture); Ali and Moon 2007; Siavash 2001). This idea also

comes from the nature of Bamboo tree which is very tall

and thin. At each node, Bamboo is stiff enough resembling

the stiffened diaphragm of a building (Mark 2011).

In this paper, one tube is provided at the outer periphery

of the total plan area and another tube is provided inside

the plan area in which core area used is 25 % of the total

plan area. It is found that with this tube-in-tube structural

system, top lateral deflection limit could be controlled with

H/500 as an engineering decision (Mendis et al. 2007).
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Shear lag effect and stiffness of a building

Loads on tall buildings can be divided into two vertical or

gravity loads and lateral loads. Tubular structure is the

most efficient structural system that utilizes both kinds of

loads for designing a tall building. Providing column-free

area between the core and the perimeter columns maxi-

mizes gravity loads coming on outer columns which

increase building’s stability in overturning.

With the application of lateral load, column deflects in

lateral direction and beam deflects in bending. This gives

rotation of beam column joint. Because of the rotation of

beam column joints, shear lag effect is induced in a

building. Shear lag effect can be observed in any hollow

box-like structural system which is loaded laterally. An

example can be a hollow box girder that is used in the

designing of bridges.

Motivation of this study stems out from the thinking that

perhaps shear lag effect influences the design of tall buildings

with tubular structural system. Controlling the shear lag can

perhaps control the lateral deflection of the building. Theo-

retically, if the limit is reached of beam column joint rotation

to be zero, panel starts behaving like a shear wall.

In this paper, shear lag effect is being studied and is

correlated with stiffness of the building. Studies are also

done for the different patterns of bracing systems. For

convenience and to do relative study for shear lag effect,

cross-sectional dimensions of beam and columns, their

alignments (column) and the material properties are not

changed with height of the building.

Literature review

Fazlur Khan in 1961 first had the idea of tube structural sys-

tem. He first designed a 43-story DeWitt-Chestnut Apartment

Building in Chicago. After that he designed world’s tallest

building Sears Tower with nine-bundled tube in Chicago

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tube_(structure)). As the

building becomes tall, say more than 60 stories, tubular

structure itself becomes inefficient for withstanding lateral

loads because of shear lag. It much more starts behaving like

rigid frame structure. In which in web panels, bending

deflection in beam and columns becomes high, consequently

increasing the shear lag. To control these deflections and

hence to increase the building’s stiffness, he suggested three

different methods. One of which is by providing additional

tube inside the building plan called tube-in-tube structural

system. Second one is by providing bundled tube (Ali and

Moon 2007). Third way of increasing the lateral stiffness of

the structure is by providing bracing system which efficiently

reduces the shear lag and increases the building performance

to support the lateral loads.

In 2007, Johan Leonard presented his studies on shear lag

effect in diagrid building structural system (Leonard 2007).

He studied the shear lag effect in 60 stories high buildings by

varying diagrid angles. He found that shear lag effect keeps

on increasing as the angle of diagrid changes from 31� to

90�. In his studies top lateral deflection was found minimum

for the diagrid angle of 63.4�–71.6�.
In 2007, K.S. Moon studied methods of designing diagrid

building structural system (Moon 2008, 2009, 2012; Moon

et al. 2007; Thomas and Viktor 2010). Theoretically he

proved that for maximum shear rigidity of diagrid, optimal

angle should be falling near 35�, but for maximum bending

rigidity it should be at 90� from horizontal. So, optimal

angle should fall between these two values, i.e., 35� and 90�.
In the analysis he discovered that optimum diagrid angle for

building of height from 60 to 20 stories falls between 53�
and 76�. He also concluded that this optimal angle of diagrid

decreases as the height of the building decreases.

K.S. Moon again carried out his studies on braced tube

structural system of 100 story high building with various

diagonal configurations. In his studies he found that diag-

onal angle of bracing between 35� and 55� is the best

possible structural configuration for material-saving design

(Moon 2012).

Shear lag effect

Shear lag effect in a building can be best understood with

the help of Fig. 1. In this figure cross section of a building

is shown in which a moment is induced because of the

application of lateral load. Figure shows the theoretical and

real distribution of axial stresses in peripheral columns.

Now considering the whole structure as a cantilever beam,

axial stress generated in the columns of outer periphery are

the bending stresses. This statement follows with the theory

of bending.

Again with the theory of bending, variation of these

stresses along any panel (flange or web) must be varying

linearly. Real distribution of these axial stresses in panels

can be observed in the figure which is not linear. In the

flange panel, magnitude of axial stress at the corner side is

high in comparison to the columns of middle panel. So in

the flange panel middle columns axial stress lags behind

with that of the corner columns. Same kind of nonlinear

distribution of axial stress can also be observed in the web

panels. This kind of nonlinear distribution of axial stress

along the flange and the web panels is called as shear lag

effect.
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To illustrate more a three-dimensional model of a can-

tilever beam of hollow square cross section resembling a

tube is modeled with thin shell element in SAP 2000

(Fig. 2). The beam is 3 m long and cross-sectional

dimensions are 0.5 m 9 0.5 m. This beam is loaded with

uniformly distributed load acting approximately till mid of

its length as shown in figure.

Type of loading resembles with the kind of wind load

that is typically considered to act at each node laterally.

Results are displayed for the loading till mid-length of the

beam for better demonstrating the concept of positive and

negative shear lag (Leonard 2007).

After running the analysis, the beam displayed the

deformed shape. As stress is directly proportional to strain,

so studying the deformed shape demonstrate the stress

distribution in the beam.

In Fig. 3, its top flange deformation along the width is

shown. These deformations are shown at regular intervals

along the length of the beam. These deformations are

magnified for better understanding. It can be observed

that till length 0.85L, deformation in the corner part is

more than the deformation in the mid-part of the flange.

For the further length mid-portion of the flange is

showing more deformation in comparison to the corner

part.

Positive and negative shear lag, shear lag ratio

Near the fixed end of the cantilever beam, along the flange

width, stresses are high in corner side in comparison to

middle of the panel. This type of shear leg effect is called

positive shear leg. Towards the free end, in the middle part

of the flange, stresses are high in comparison to corner part

of the flange. This type of shear lag is called negative shear

lag.

Shear lag ratio is introduced to measure the magnitude

of shear lag effect. It is the ratio of stress of maximum

stress at the corner side of the flange panel to the middle

of the panel where stress is least. This ratio tells the

effect of shear lag in the panel. Less than one value of

shear lag ratio describes the negative shear lag. Table 1

shows variation of shear lag ratio along length for this

beam.

Fig. 1 Axial stress distribution

in the columns of the building in

web as well as in flange panels

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional view of the finite element model of the

cantilever beam 3 m long loaded with UDL till 1.71 m length from

the fixed end

Fig. 3 Top flange deformation in the longitudinal direction
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Building modeling

For all buildings, plan area is 42 m 9 42 m. At the outer

periphery, columns are spaced at 3.5 m center to center and

floor height is set as 3.5 m each. For controlling lateral

deflection, a central core is also provided. Building’s

façade beam–column connections are moment connections.

Central core area is 25 % of the total plan area. Area

between central core and building façade is column free

which spans 10.5 m. Inner core column connects with outer

peripheral columns with rigid diaphragm. Rigid diaphragm

means that in-plane deformations are negligible, whereas

out-of-plane deformations (in bending) are allowed. Now,

in this tube-in-tube structure where diaphragm is rigid,

entire lateral load is carried by the peripheral and inner

core columns only. Wind load is applied according to IS

875, Part-3 (BIS 1987). Depending upon several factors

like place, category of the terrain and class of structure

selected, design wind speed for lateral load calculation is

shown in Fig. 5. Building bracing systems are connected

with pined connections. Cross-sectional dimensions of

members of 120 story high building are shown in Table 2

(Fig. 4).

Shear lag effect in a building

Objective of this paper is to study the shear lag for different

heights of buildings and also to investigate it for different

possible geometric patterns of bracing systems.

Figure 5 shows the shear lag effect in a 120 stories high

framed tube-in-tube structural building. It can be seen in

this building that at the bottom of the building there is

positive shear lag effect. With increasing height, it con-

tinues to decrease till it becomes zero. For further height it

converts to negative shear lag (Fig. 6).

In these results it is found that for 120 stories high

building, value of shear lag ratio starts changing from

positive to negative at around 30th story. For 96 stories

high building, this change comes around at 25th story. For

72 stories high building, it is at 20th story and for 48 and 36

story high building it is around at 15th story.

Problem statement

Fulfilling the geometric requirement of the building,

bracing systems are provided with an inclination of 45�,
63.43�, 71.56�, 75.96�, 80.53� and 84.28� from horizontal.

With these geometric angles, each diagonal member meets

with each column at beam column joint (Figs. 8, 9) in a

panel. Buildings without braces are considered to have 0�

Table 1 Shear lag ratio in beam

Beam location from fixed support (m) Shear lag ratio

0.428571 1.252353205

0.857142 1.054040404

1.285713 1.039034627

1.714284 1.010363707

2.142855 1.000957671

2.571426 1.002097235

3 0.999809705

Table 2 Dimensions of the members for 120 story high building

Name of the panel Size (m2)

Beam 0.5 9 1.25

Column 1 9 3

Corner columns 1.5 9 1.5

Fig. 4 Perspective view of the ground story
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Fig. 5 Design wind speed according to IS 875 for calculation of
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angle. All possible geometric configuration of bracing

systems are considered in this study (Fig. 7).

Short buildings with low aspect ratio are expected to

deform principally by shear action, whereas tall buildings

of high aspect ratio are expected to deform principally by

bending. Theoretical discoveries by Moon et al. (2007),

optimal angle should lie between 35� and 90�. Now,

objective of this study is to find the variation of shear lag as

the height of the building changes. Also study the shear lag

with the changing pattern of bracing systems and to cor-

relate it with the overall stiffness of the building and hence

to conclude about the overall performance of the buildings.

Fig. 6 Shear lag effect in 120

stories high building. Flange

and web panels are shown
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Optimum design strategy

Suppose B and L is the width and height of the building,

respectively. With bracing angle h from horizontal, total

length of one bracing becomes (Fig. 10)

¼ L= sinðhÞ:

If A is the cross-sectional area of bracing element then

total volume of steel used for one single brace

¼ A� L= sinðhÞ:

Taking example of buildings of model 1, there are two

bracing members in a panel and there are four such panels

Fig. 8 Bracing systems of different patterns considered in this study. Bracing angle is 45� from horizontal. Only 120 stories high buildings are

shown

Fig. 9 Buildings of model 1, different alignments of bracings in 120 stories high buildings are shown
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in a building. So total volume of steel used in this type of

model is

¼ 4 � 2 � A� L= sinðhÞ:

As length of the building (L) as well as member cross-

sectional area (A) remains same for a particular height, this

volume of steel depends on the bracing angle h only.

As angle changes from 0� to 90�, value of sin (h)

increases as can be observed in Fig. 11. Hence volume of

steel used decreases with increasing values of h.

So, material usage is minimum for bracing angle 84.28�
and maximum for 45� but can be said as optimum for the

angle for which lateral deflection of building is minimum.

Results and discussion

In a building, at the ground story columns, shear lag effect

is most dominating and most influential because of large

magnitude of axial stresses. For further analysis and com-

parison purpose shear lag ratio at ground story is consid-

ered for all heights and for all models.

Results for buildings of model 1

For this kind of bracing pattern, optimal angle for shear lag

ratio lies between 45� and 63.43� for all heights of build-

ings. For 120, 96 and 72 story high buildings, 63.43� is the

optimal angle and for 84 and 36 story high buildings, 45� is

the optimal angle.

Now considering the graphs of Figs. 12 and 13 in which

shear lag ratio and top lateral deflection, respectively, are

varying versus the bracing angle. Comparing these varia-

tions, it seems almost parallel variation among the two. It

represents that by providing this geometric pattern of

bracing system, building’s stiffness varies the way shear

lag varies in a building.

Looking close to the geometric pattern of this bracing, at

any cross section of a panel there are two bracing members

and each goes through the panel from one end to another.

In this type of geometric pattern load transfer path is most

continuous to the ground.

Fig. 10 The length and width

of the building with bracing of

angle h from horizontal are

shown
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Results for buildings of model 2

In this type of bracing pattern, diagonal members do not

continue through the panel instead it ends in the middle of

it. This way load transfer path does not continue through to

the ground.

At the joint where two of the bracing members are

meeting, axial load distributes among the bracing mem-

bers, thereby decreasing the axial force in the middle of the

column. At the other end, in the corner columns this axial

force increases.
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versus varying angle of bracing
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Shear lag ratio is nothing but the ratio of maximum to

minimum axial stress in flange panel. This geometry affects

more for shorter length or for small inclinations, whereas it

decreases with increasing inclination. So shear lag ratio is

suppose to be high for small inclinations of bracing angle

and supposed to decrease as the angle of inclination

increases. This variation can be observed in graphs of

Fig. 14.

For 120 stories high building, 63.43� is the optimal

angle and for rest of the heights, 45� is the optimum angle

(Fig. 15). Although, for this kind of bracing pattern, opti-

mum angle is again between 45� and 63.43�, variation of
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shear lag ratio does not follow the path of building’s

stiffness (Figs. 14, 15).

Results for buildings of model 3

For this kind of bracing pattern, 63.43� is the optimal angle

for the heights of 120 stories and for rest of the heights 45�
is the optimum angle of diagonal bracings.

Shear lag ratio is minimum for bracing angle of 63.43�
for heights of 120 and 96 stories and for the rest of the

heights, 45� is the minimum angle.

For this kind of pattern, results show that for the bracing

angle of 75.96� and higher, buildings stiffness is not

varying in a regular path with the further increase of

bracing angle. It increases once and decreases again

(Figs. 16, 17).

Results for buildings of model 4

For this kind of pattern, buildings of height 120, 96 and 72

stories, 63.43� bracing angle is the optimum angle and for

48 and 36 stories high buildings, 45� is the optimal angle

(Figs. 18, 19).

It can also be observed in the graphs of Fig. 19, that

after bracing angle 63.43�, variation in stiffness of build-

ings follows the haphazard path.

Conclusions

Looking closely at the results of all building models

together, except for building model 2, all buildings of

whatever height, bracing angle between 45� and 63.43� is

the critical variation which gives the least value of lateral

deflection as well as of shear lag ratio. For building

model 2, shear lag ratio is not minimum in this variation

only.

It is found that for all building models, bracing angle of

63.43� shows the least lateral deflection for 120 stories high

building and for 48 and 36 story high buildings, least top

lateral deflection is coming for the bracing angle of 45� for

all heights. For the heights between 120 and 48, least lat-

eral deflection is fluctuating among the values 63.43� and

45� for all models.

Again, building models 1 and 2 have two bracing ele-

ments in a cross section of any panel, whereas models 3

and 4 are having only one bracing element in a panel.

Therefore, for a material-saving design perspective, it is

not possible to compare all four models together but can be

done separately.

Among all models, lateral deflection of 120 stories high

building with bracing angle of 63.43� is taken and com-

pared (Fig. 20). It can be concluded with this comparison

that bracing pattern of building model 1 is the best selec-

tion among models 1 and 2 and building model 4 is the best

selection among models 3 and 4.

Among all building models, it is found that for buildings

of model 1, shear lag varies the way building’s stiffness is

varying. Although providing other configurations of brac-

ing in a building are not showing any negative effect,
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bracing configuration of model 1 can be said as the best

selection among all models.
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